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CHERYL
A bit over the top and on the edge of absurd. Cheryl is a socialite throw back to the 80’s. She has big 

perfectly styled hair, a well tailored skirt suit, little heels, a pearl necklace, and diamonds. She cares more 
about her home decor and appearance then people.  Being the perfect homemaker is her life dream.



Super manicured and overly styled hair.



Pastel color matching skirt suit.



The perfect Christmas outfit for the 
perfect Christmas Cheryl.



THE VOIDER
Sickly pale as if he rarely sees light. He has a milky blind eye, dark bags, and yellowed teeth. However, he is also 
sophisticated, charismatic, and somehow attractive. He is well dressed, and the head of a secret lucrative death 

squad. His company is extremely advanced technologically which is reflected on his face through strategic 
flickers of projection mapped designs.

.   







The Voider has four Guards in matching 
outfits and Nylons over their faces. 



The Journey to The Voider Chamber is a 
stumble through shadowy hallways leading 
up to the bank combination lock.





The Voider will be shrouded in darkness and shadow, but 
his general vibe is like a mob boss at a big desk.



THE TOYS - High tech designs with three distinctly 
different shapes. Each one has a movement or light 
element that can “activate” after being presented.





Cheryl and Allen’s home is quintessential upper middle class  



Behold! The glory of a perfectly decorated Christmas mantel



A shitty kids decorated stocking arrives to 
destroy everything...



Christmas 
Table #1



Christmas 
Table #2



Each perfectly decorated table is ruined by a
 hideous kids platter. Life is NOT fair! (Ours will be much more 

outrageous looking)

Christmas Table #3



Cheryl feels so relaxed and happy when she looks at her 
magnificent Christmas tree.. But unfortunately this terrible 
ornament is destroying her peace and joy.



Cheryl's delightful cookie 
platter has also been 
demented..

How will she survive another 
atrocity?


